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1. INTR~OUCT~~N 
Let N, k be positive integers and E a character of Z modulo N. Denote by 
S(N, k, E) the space of cusp forms of weight k level N and character E. The 
theory of newforms [A-L], [L] describes the structure of S(N, k, E). More 
precisely, it says that the space decomposes into a direct sum of common 
eigenspaces of the Hecke operators Tp for all primes p not dividing N; the 
nonzero forms in an eigenspace of dimension one are called newforms of 
weight k level N and character E, and in an eigenspace of dimension greater 
than one there is a newform g of level M dividing N such that the functions 
g(m), where d runs through the positive divisors of N/&f, form a basis of 
this eigenspace. In particular we can find a basis of S(N, k, E) consisting of 
common eigenfunctions of T,, p j N, with eigenvalue equal to the pth 
Fourier coefficient of the form. 
In this paper we introduce, for each prime q dividing N, an operator C,, 
arising from the familiar U, and the Atkin-Lehner W,, operator, and 
diagonalize the space S(N, k, E) with respect to the operators T,, p ! N, and 
C,, q 1 N. We show that each common eigenspace is one-dimensional, con- 
taining a nonzero form whose eigenvalue is the pth Fourier coefficient with 
respect to T, for p 4 N and the qth Fourier coefficient with respect to C, for 
q 1 N (cf. Theorem 3.6). This result was first obtained by Pizer [P] for the 
case of trivial character. In that case one sees that C, consists of left coset 
representatives of 
:a,b,c,deZ,ad-q’bc=q 
modulo r,( q’), wher r = ord, N > 0, just as TP arises from d(0, p) mod&o 
r,( 1). We also investigate the eigenvalues of C,. In particular, if E is not a 
character mod N/q, their absolute value is equal to qCk -‘)12; if E is a charac- 
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ter mod N/q, the absolute value is less than 2qk’* except possibly for the 
case ord, N = 1 and q = 2 or 3. (See Corollary 4.6.) 
In Section 2 basic properties of C, are studied. We give in Section 3 an 
explicit construction of diagonalizing the C, operators on a common 
eigenspace V of the Hecke operators Tp, p 1 N, on S(N, k, E), using the fact 
that C, is diagonalizable on V. This fact for the case where E is a character 
mod N/q follows from the property that C, is a skew-Hermitian with 
respect to the Petersson inner product. A detailed analysis of the eigen- 
values of C, on I/ in terms of the eigenvalues of the tri-diagonal real sym- 
metric matrix is done in Section 4. There we also give a direct proof of the 
diagonalizability of C, on V through the study of its eigenvalues. This fact, 
being established independent of the existence of the Petersson inner 
product, allows us to extend our results to the space of modular forms with 
no difficulty-simply using the parallel theory of newforms on the space of 
Eisenstein series worked out by Weisinger in his thesis [W]. 
The author would like to thank her colleagues E. Formanek, A. Oc- 
neanu, and D. Sibley for helpful and inspiring conversations. 
2. THE C, OPERATOR 
Given a two by two real matrix y = (;, ;) with positive determinant, 
define its action on a modular form f of weight k to be 
fly(z) = (det Y)~‘* (cz + d)-kS(yz). 
Following [A-L], [L], for a positive integer d, let 
B,=dpk/* 0” ; . ( > 
The operator U,, preserves the space S(N, k, E) if q is a prime dividing N, 
while B, sends S(N, k, E) to S(Nd, k, E). For a prime q, denote by Q the 
highest power of q dividing N. Then the character E is a product of so and 
&N/Q~ where EQ (r-p. &N/Q) is a character of Z modulo Q (resp. N/Q). The 
Atkin-Lehner W, operator of level N is 
481/99/l-14 
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where x, y, z, u’ are integers, y = 1 mod Q, x = 1 mod N/Q and det W, = Q. 
It is independent of the choice of the matrix representation and it maps the 
space S(N k, &p&Nlp) isomorphically to S(N, k, EasN,o). For each prime q 
dividing N define the C, operator as follows: 
C,= U, if E is not a character mod N/q; 
= u,+ w,-‘u,w,+qk+W;’ if E is a character mod N/q 
and ord, N= 1; 
= u,+ w,-‘U, wq if E is a character mod N/q 
and ord, N> 1. 
Note that 
W;’ = +( - 1) ~,,,(Q)wq 
by virtue of Proposition 1.1 of [A-Li]. When E is trivial, our C, agrees 
with that defined by Pizer [PI. One checks easily from the above dis- 
cussion on U, and W, that the operator C, is an endomorphism of the 
space S(N, k, E). 
In what follows, p always denotes a prime not dividing N and q a prime 
dividing N. We list some properties of C,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. C, commutes with T,, p j N, and C,,, q’ I N. 
Proof. This is because T,U,= U,T,, T,W,=&p(p) W,T,, 
U,, U, = U, U,,, and U,, W, = EQ(q’) W, U,, if q # q’ (cf. Propositions 1.2 
and 1.3 of [A-Li]). 
Consequently C, preserves a common eigenspace of the Hecke operators 
Tp, P l N on WY k ~1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If E is a character mod N/q, then C, commutes with 
WV 
Proof It follows immediately from definition that W,C, W; ’ = C, in 
this case. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. C, commutes with B, f q 1 d. 
Proof: We observed before that B, maps S(N, k, E) to S(Nd, k, E). Since 
the definition of C, depends only upon the order of q dividing the level and 
that dividing the conductor of E, we may use the same C, for level N and 
level Nd when q j d. Now C, B, = B,C, follows from U, Bd = B,U, and 
w,B,=~(d) Bd W, on S(N, k, E) (cf. Proposition 1.5 of [A-Li]). 
Let f be a subgroup of T,(N) with finite index. Given two cusp forms 
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f, g in S(N, k, E) define the normalized Petersson inner product off and g 
by 
(f,g),= l { 
ISL(2, Z): fl f(4mYk-*dxdY~ D(f) 
where D(f) is a fundamental domain of r in the upper half-plane. The 
value (A g)r is then independent of the choice of r, also noted by (f, g). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf E is a character mod N/q, then 
u-1 c,, g> = 5v,Q(d(.L gl c,> 
for allf, g in S(N, k, E). 
Proof: Let 
d(q)= 
Y’( ,& 5;) E d(q) and fE S(N, k, E). Recall from Lemma 2.1 of [P] that 
(i) Ifq!a, thenfly=E(alfl(h ;I, h w ere u E Z satisfies ua = b mod q; 
(ii) If qla and qjd, then W;‘(h ;)Wyyp’=($ Q) lies inTo with 
6 = ( - Nyz/Q + Qqxw)a/q so that 
flY=&(d)E(--NyzlQ+QqWx)fI Wy’ :, ; W, ( > 
where u E Z satisfies dzu E yc + dzxy mod q. 
Set 
so that 
and B,= W;‘a, w, 
Uy=qk/=pl 1 a, and w;vJ, Wy=qk/=pI 1 flu. 
UllKXiQ umody 
For a matrix y = (; I;) denote by y’ the matrix ( !,, Lo). Let 
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Then 
where zu’- -yumod q and 6,. = (: ;) lies in T,(N) with E(*) =~,&q). 
Hence 
and 
g I (~urlLt)’ = g I yuau = g I a,. 
Note that the group (y,a,)-’ f(Nq) y,a,=a;‘T(Nq) a, is a subgroup of 
T,,(N) with the same index as T(Nq) and that f I y,,a, =f I a, is a cusp form 
for both a;‘f(Nq) a, and T(Nq). (See pp. III-10 and III-11 of [0] for 
more details.) Therefore we have 
(flBd> g)n~Ny,=&N,a(4)(f16”,B,,, g)B~v-(Nq)pu 
= E/v,Q(qKf, gl &‘Bu’nr(Nq) 
= ENlp(q)(f, gl au)rcN,j. 
Since z, y are relatively prime to q, as u runs through the residues mod q, 
so does u’. Summing the above two equations over the residues mod q, we 
arrive at 
that is, (flu,,+ W,-‘U,W,,g)=~~,~(q)(f,glU~+ W;‘UyW’I). This 
proves the proposition except when ord, N= 1, in which case it remains to 
show 
But this follows immediately from the fact that so = 1 and 
WY’ = EN&q) W,, as observed earlier. Q.E.D. 
A consequence of the proposition above is 
COROLLARY 2.5. The C, operator is diagonalizable on S(N, k, E). 
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Proof. When E is a character mod N/q, C, is skew-Hermitian and hence 
diagonalizable. Suppose E is not a character mod N/q. Let V be a common 
eigenspace of the Hecke operators Tp, pj N, on S(N, k, E). Since V is C, 
invariant, it suffices to show that C, = U, is diagonalizable on V. The 
theory of newforms says that there is a newform g in S(M, k, E) for some 
divisor M of N such that gl Bd, where d ranges over all positive divisors of 
N/M, form a basis of V. Since E is not a character of N/q, we have 
ord, M= ord, N. Therefore g is an eigenfunction of U, and so are g( B, for 
d dividing N/M, since d is relatively prime to q and U,, commutes with B,. 
Q.E.D. 
Combining Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.5 together, we see that the 
space S(N, k, E) admits a basis of common eigenfunctions of T,, pjN, and 
Cc,, qlN. 
3. DIAGONALIZING Tp, C, SIMULTANEOUSLY 
Let I’ be a common eigenspace of all Hecke operators T,, p 1 N, on 
S(N, k, E). We have shown that I/ is invariant under all C,, q 1 N, and the 
operators C, are simultaneously diagonalizable. We proceed to construct a 
basis of V consisting of common eigenfunctions of C,. Let 
g(z)= 1 a(n) e2Kinz 
ll2.1 
be the normalized newform of weight k level A4 and character E such that 
the forms gl B,, d dividing N/M, form a basis of I’. Let q be a prime 
dividing N and r = r(q) be the order of q dividing N/M. Let h be a nonzero 
element of V. Write h as 
where d runs through all divisors of N/M relatively prime to q. It has 
Fourier expansion 
h(z) = C C ydqs 1 a(n) e2nindtiz = C b(n) e2ninr. 
d s n>l fY>,l 
Note that 
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&I = i 
Yt 4?) if r=O 
w(d+~q if r> 0. 
Let 
be the normalized newform in S(M, k, lQsN,o) such that 
8 I w/W) = J.,(g) B* 
Here I,(g) is a constant, called a pseudoeigenvalue of W,(M). One checks 
easily that 
k/(g) 4@) = EQ( - 1) cv@wrdqM) = fg - 1) G,QfQq-‘). 
Also, g=g if &o is trivial, and, furthermore, I,(g) = 1 if q does not 
divide ii4. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. rf q does not diuide N/M, then g 1 C, = a(q) g. 
Proof. Since q 1 M, we have g 1 U, = u(q) g by Theorem 3(i) of [L). 
Thus it sufl’ices to show that if E is a character mod N/q, then 
gl w;w~w,+qk~*-‘w;‘=o when ord, N = I, 
and 
gl W;‘U, w;=o when ord, N > 1. 
We may take W; = W,(N) to be W*(M) because A4 and N have the same q 
factor. Observe that 
to which we apply Theorem 3(iii) of [L]. If ord, M= ord,, N> 1, then 
ii(q) = 0; if ord, M= ord, N = 1, then g = g’, ii(q) = a(q), and g 1 W;’ = 
-a(q) 4- k/Z+ ‘g. In both cases we have proved the desired equality and 
hence the proposition follows. 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Zf q does not divide N/M, then h 1 C, = a(q)h, which is 
equal to b(q)h ifyl = 1. 
Proof: Since q does not divide N/M, we have r = 0 and 
w,= c L/&NfIC,=~LIgIq4I by Proposition 2.3 
dl NIM d 
= 4s) C hg I & by Proposition 3.1 
d 
= a(q)h. 
Further, as noticed before, b(q)= y,a(q) is equal to a(q) if y, = 1. This 
completes the proof. 
Next assume q divides N/M, that is, r 2 1. Then E is a character mod N/q. 
Let t = t(q) = ord, M = ord, N - r. A direct computation shows that, for 
O<s<r, 
glBqsI u,= a(q) g-&,rENIQ(q) qkp ‘g 1 B4 if s = 0, 
gl B,-I if sa 1, 
and 
gJB I W =q-Sk’Zg 
I( 
ex Y 
4” 4 Nq-“z Qq-“w 
=4 -“k’2EN,p(q”)gI W,(M) by Proposition 1.1 
of [A-Li] 
= 4 rk’2-“kEN,8(qs) I,,(g)gl B,,m 
Here 6,, equals 1 if t = 0 and zero otherwise. Hence 
gIB,~W,-‘~,W,=~p(-1)~~,~(Q)4-~~‘~~N,~(4’)~q(g)8I~yWy 
= EQ( - 1) EN/Q@) q-‘k’2EN,Q(q’) &(g) 
x (z(q) B - 4,.,+&d qk - ‘d I 4) I Wq 
=ii(q)gIB,~-60,,q-‘gIB,-I, 
and, for O<s<r- 1, 
glB,,sW,-‘U, w,=Ep(-1)&~,&?)4 rk’2 p”kEN,p(q”) A,(g) S 1 B,,+ U, W, 
= Q( - 1) ~N,p(Qkf) q rk’2--JkAq(g)gI Bqr-,-,l W, 
=9khy&)gIBy~+‘. 
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Case I. ord, N= 1. Then r = 1 and t = ord, M= 0. By definition, 
C,= U,+ ~~‘U~~~+qk’*-‘~~‘. We have 
g I c, = 49) g - +&?) qk - ‘g I B, + 4kKv,Q(4) g I g, + qk - 1kv,Q(9) gI B, 
= 49) 8 + qk+,,p(q) g I B, 
and 
glB~~C~=g+~(q)g~B~-q-‘g+qk’2-‘q-k’~g 
=g-MqMB,. 
Here we used the fact ii(q) = u(q). Therefore 
By comparing the coefficients of g 1 BJ and g 1 B, we see that h ( C, = Ah for 
some constant 1 if an only if, for all divisors d of ~/~ relatively prime to q, 
and 
Letting 
we can rewrite the above two equations as 
Ydq =fq,A4 Yd 
and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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If all 7;s are zero and the above equations hold, then all y+‘s are also zero 
and consequently h is zero. We have shown 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose ord, N = r = 1. Then 
h= 1 w14+yc,4g14,4 
4(N/M) 
(du) = 1 
is a nonzero eigenfunction of C, with eigenvalue A if and only $1 is a root of 
F,(x), some coefficient yd is nonzero, and 
yd4 = YJ~,~(A) for all dl (N/M) with (d, q) = 1. 
Here f,,, and Fy are defined by (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. 
Case If. ord, N > 1 and r > 1. Then C, = U, + W; ‘U, W,. In this case 
we have 
and 
Hence 
g I C, = a(q) g - ~o,t~NiQkd q  ~‘g I B, + qkh&7) g I B,, 
IB,,(C,=gIB,,-I+qk&N,P(q)gIBg”+lrO<s<r, 
W,= 1 i Ycwd&qK, 
dl(N/M) s=o 
(44) = 1 
= 5: yda(q) g I Bd+ Yd&N,e(c7)(cf - 60,,&‘) gl B,d 
+ 1 YW(~ - 6.6 ‘1 gl Bq’-u+ ywd(q) gl Byw 
d 
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which is equal to 
; (Yd4d+YdqMBd+ (YdEN,p(9)(qk-(S0,rqk~‘)+Ydy2)glBqd 
+c 1 (Yd~l-lqkC:N,e(q)+Ydy’tl)gIBy”d 
d Z<s<r-I 
+c (Yd,~-zqkE,e(4)+Yd~r(l -b,K’HglB,~-Id 
; (y&q) +rskl&+t: (wiv,&)fqk -hxrqk-‘) 
d 
+ydc,41 -~o,dMB, 
+ c (Ydq4khy&l) + Ydq49)) &!I By&l 
d 
if r = 2; and equal to 
c (y,4q) + yskl &+ 1 (yd&~,~(q) qk + yd~~tq)) 81 B, 
d d 
if Y = 1 (since t > 0 in this case). Thus h I C, = Ah for some constant A if and 
only if, for each divisor d of N/M relatively prime to q, we have 
‘bd = yda(q) + Ydq> 
hdq = YdE/V,Q(d(qk - h3,tqk - ’ ) + Ydq2 if r>3, 
JYdqS = YL(yS--lqk5v/&) +Ydcf+’ for 2<s<r- I, 
&,-! = j’dqr-zqkE iv,&)‘Ydq41 -~,,c(-‘) if rk 3, 
=YdEN,e(4)t4k--~,rqk-1)+Yd~(l -&,,q-‘1 if P = 2, 
and 
AYdff = Ydq’-~qkEN,&) +Ydfpw). 
Define the polynomials 
fq.o(x)= 1, fq,Ax)=x-4d, 
fu,Z(X)=Xfg,l(X)-ENIQ(q)(qk--80,1qk--) 
f,,s(x)=XfY.S--1(X)-qkE~,9(q)fy,S--2(X) 
if r(q)> 3, 
for 3,<s<r(q), 
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f4,,(,)(~)=(l-~o,,q-‘)-1xf,,,,,,-,(x)-(1-~o,,q-‘)-‘qk~~,~(q)f4.~c,,~Z(X) 
if r(q)> 3, 
= (1 -so,,q-Y Xfq,r(,)-A-4 -qk&,,Q(q)fy,r(y)-*(X) 
if r(q)=2, (3.3) 
and 
q-4 = (x - ~Cq,)fq,r(,,Cx) - &&z)f4,r(q)- 1(x) if r(q)> 1, 
= (x - 4sM/.l(,,(x) if r(q) =O. (3.4) 
As in Case I, if h is a nonzero eigenfunction of C, with eigenvalue I, then at 
least one of yd is nonzero and hence 1 is a root of F&x) and 
Y&S =f&) Y d for OQs<r(q). 
Conversely, if 1 is a root of F,(x) and ydq5 are given by f,,JJ) yd, then h is 
an eigenfunction of C, with eigenvalue ,I. In other words, results similar to 
Proposition 3.3 for Case II are also valid. Moreover, note that the 
definitions off,,,,f+ and F, in Case I agree with those given by (3.3) and 
(3.4); and the defimtton of F,(x) allows us to incorporate the r(q) = 0 case 
as well. We summarize our results in 
THEOREM 3.4. In V a function 
r(4) 
h= 1 1 Ydqd R/q* 
dl(N/M) s=o 
(c-b)= I 
is a nonzero eigenfunction of C, with eigenvalue A if and only $1 is a root of 
F,,(x), some yd is nonzero, and for all dl (N/M) with (d, q) = 1, 
Ydq~ =f,.AJ) Yd, O<s<r(q). 
Here f,,S and F, are defined by (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. Furthermore, the 
qth Fourier coefficient of h is the eigenvalue 1 provided y, = 1. 
To verify the last statement simply notice that the qth Fourier coefficient 
of h is a(q) + yy = a(q) +f,,,(A) = 1. 
Let 1 be a root of F,(x). Theorem 3.4 says that the dimension of the ,I- 
eigenspace of C, on V is equal to l/(r(q) + 1) of the dimension of V, for we 
can choose y;s arbitrarily. Since C, is diagonalizable on V, it must have 
r(q) + 1 distinct eigenvalues on V. We have proven 
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COROLLARY 3.5. All roots of F, are distinct. 
For each prime q dividing N, let 
Aq= {A,: &, is a root of F,(x)} 
and 
Since F, has r(q) + 1 distinct roots, the cardinality of A is flqlN (r(q) + 1 ), 
which is equal to dim V. For each J.G A whose coordinate in A, is I,, 
define the function 
in V by 
Yd = n f,,S&/)~ where d = n q’. 
4lN 4lN 
Then, by Theorem 3.4, for each q dividing N, h, 1 C, = I,h, and I, is the 
qth Fourier coefficient of hl. Thus the function hl, 1 E A, form a basis of V, 
each one being a common eigenfunction of T,, pj N, and C,, q 1 N. They all 
have the same eigenvalue with respect o T,, but any two h’s have distinct 
eigenvalue with respect o some C,. We have proven 
THEOREM 3.6. The space S(N, k, E) can be decomposed as a direct sum of 
common eigenspaces of all Hecke operators T,, p j N, and C,, q 1 N, each of 
dimension one, In each common eigenspace there is a form h(z) = 
c n >, b(n) e2ni”z with b( 1) = 1 such that h 1 TP = b(p) h for all pjN and 
hIC,=b(q)hfor allq/N. 
Remark. Theorem 3.6 for the case where E is trivial was proved by Pizer 
[P, Theorem 3.101. The parallel theory of newforms on the space of 
Eisenstein series was done in Weisinger’s thesis [W]. In proving 
Theorem 3.6 we used the fact that C, is skew-Hermitian when E is a charac- 
ter mod N/q. The Petersson inner product, however, is not defined on the 
space of Eisenstein series. In the next section we give a direct proof of the 
fact that F,(x) given by (3.4) has r(q) + 1 distinct roots, which will then 
imply the diagonalizability of C, on the space M(N, k, E) of modular forms 
of weight k level N and character E. Hence Theorem 3.6 can be extended to 
M(N, k, E) with k > 2 simply by adding the constant Fourier coefficients 
b(0) to h. 
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4. EIGENVALUES OF C, 
As in Section 3, let Y be a common eigenspace of the Hecke operators 
T,,,p!N, on S(N, k, ~1, and 
g(z)= 1 a(n) e2ninz 
Rl>l 
be a normalized newform in S(M, k, E) such that gl Bd, d dividing N/~, 
generate I/. Fix a prime divisor q of N. In this section we study the eigen- 
values of C, on V. They are the roots of F&x) defined by (3.4). If 
r(q) = ord,, N/M is zero, then the eigenvalue is u(q). Assume r(q) > 0. Then 
E is a character mod N/q. Let a be an eigenvalue of C, on V. 
Proposition 2.4 says that d = E N,a(q) X, or equivalently, d is the product of 
%v,&) I/* by a real number. 
In what follows we give a direct proof of the fact that F,,(X) has r(q) + 1 
distinct roots, each of the form .sN,Q(q) ‘j2 times a real number, not using 
the Petersson inner product. We will also analyze the location of these 
roots. 
Let 
H(z)= x d(n)e*“‘“’ 
IlLI 
be the normalized newform in S(it4, Ic, EPaNIP) such that 
g I Y#w = &k) d. 
Recall from the theory of newforms the following facts (cf. Theorem 3 of 
[L] and (1.1) of [A-Li]): 
If q 1 A4 and E is not a character mod M/q, then 
%I = &~,~tq) a(g) and Mq)l = qtk- l)iz, (4.1) 
If q 1 M, q2jM and E is a character mod ~/q, then 
@d = 4q) and W” = EN,&) qk-*, (4.2) 
If q* 1 M and E is a character mod M/q, then 
Z(q) = a(q) = 0, (4.3) 
If qiM, then ii(q) = u(q) = e&q) a(q) and la(q)1 G 2qck- ‘)I’. (4.4) 
The estimate of a(q) in (4.4) was previously called the Petersson conjecture, 
it has been proved by Deligne [D]. Choose a square root e,,a(q)‘/2 of 
ENin( For a complex number 2 define I’ by 
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Then Z(q) =a(s)i in case (4.1) and cl(q)‘= a(q)’ in cases (4.2)-(4.4). 
Further [a(q)‘1 = q-jj2, qmm ‘, 0, <2q -I’* in cases (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and 
(4.4), respectively. Note that a(q)’ + ii(q)’ and u(q)’ Z(q)’ are real numbers. 
We first examine the case r(q) = 1. By definition, 
fgx) = (x - 4q))(x - 4s)) - 4k6viQ(4) 
=x2 - (44) + G(q)) x + %q) a(q) - qk~N,Q(q). 
The roots of F,(x) are a(q) & q~jz&~,~(q~i’2 = q~i2~~,~(q~~‘2 (a(q)’+ 1 f in 
cases (4.2)-(4.4) and 4 qk/2&N,Q(q)“2 (a(q)’ + a(q)’ Ik dt4d’ - 4qn* + 4) 
in case (4.1). This shows that F,,(x) has two distinct roots A,, A, with Al,, A; 
real for the case r(q) = 1, as claimed. 
Assume r(q) 2 2 now. Define the polynomials 
f&(x) = 1, f;(x)=x-4q)‘, s;(x) =-cl(x) - (1 - ~,,,q-‘K(xL 
fXx)=xf:.-I(x)-f:.-z(x) for ~23, 
and 
G,(x)=(x-ia(q)‘)f:-_.(x)-(1-6,,q-’)f:-,(x) for ,723. 
One checks that fY(x) equals fi(x’)c’ for S-C r(q) and F&x) = 
(1 - b,,,qp’)-’ Grcyj+ ,(x’) I?(~)” ‘, where c = &N,Q(q)“2 qki2. Hence A is a 
root of F, if and only if A’ is a root of GrCyj+, . Thus we study the roots of 
G,. Let 
G,(x) = 1, G&)=x-(a(q)‘+ii(y)‘)(l--$$ 
and 
G,(x) = x - (a(q)’ + ii(q)‘) --$$ G,(x) 
(1 -&&q-1)2--(l -J$ga(q)‘d(q)g C&Jx). 
Observe that G2(x) is in fact equal to 
and 
xG,(xf - (1 -a(q)’ z(q)‘) if t >O, 
(X-a(q)‘)*-+ -q-‘)* if t=O, 
since ii(q)’ = a(q)’ in the latter case. 
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LEMMA 4.1. G3(x) = XC,(X) - (1 - 6,,,qp2) G,(x) and 
G,(x)=xG,-,(x)-G,-,(x) for s > 4. 
Proof To prove the first formula we discuss the cases according as 
t > 0 or t = 0. When t > 0, by definition, 
GAx) = (x - 4q)‘N-G -a(q)‘) - 1) - (x - a(s)‘) 
= x(x2 - (a(q)’ + ii(q)‘) x + a(q)‘ii(q)‘) - 2x + a(q)’ + ii(q)’ 
= x(xG,(x) - (1 - a(q)‘;(q)‘)) - x + a(q)’ + ii(q)’ 
= XC,(X) - G,(x); 
and when t = 0, we have d(q)’ = a(q)’ and hence 
G~(x)=(x-a(q)‘)(x(x-a(q)‘)-(l-q-’))-(l-q~’)(x-a(q)‘) 
=x((x-a(q)‘)2-(1 -qP’)*)+x(l -q-1)2-2(1 -q-‘)x 
+2(1 -q-l)a(q)’ 
as wanted. The recursive formula 
fl,(x)=x~-1(x)-f:.-z(x) for 333 
yields immediately 
G,(x) = XC,- ,(x) - G,Yp2(x) for ~35. 
It remains to verify the above formula for s = 4. From definition we have 
G&l = (x - ~(q)‘)WXx) -f ;@)I 
-Cl -buq~‘)kf;(x)-u -~0,,q-‘m.4) 
=~G3-(x--Li(q)‘)f;(x)+(1--60.,q-’)~fb(x) 
=xG,-- [(x-cl(q)‘)(x-a(q)‘)+(l -6,.,qp’)2]. 
Comparing the polynomial inside the bracket with the explicit form of 
G,(x), one finds easily that they are equal. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. 
For the ease of notation, set 
h=(a(q)‘+d(q)‘)(l--$), u2=(a(q)‘+rj(q)‘)--$$. 
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They are both real numbers. The bound 
b(q)‘1 <q-I’*, q-‘, 0, zq - 10 
in cases (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), respectively, implies that the number 
is always positive. Let or be the positive square root of it. Finally let u2 be 
the positive square root of 1 - 6,,,qp2. Therefore 
G,(x) = 1, G,(x)=x-u,, 
G,(x) = (x - ~2) G,(x) - %,(x), G(X) = XC,(X) - u:G,(x), 
and 
G,(x) = xc,- I(X) - Gs- Ax) for ~24. 
Define a sequence of real symmetric matrices as follows: 
and for s 2 4, M, is the s x s tridiagonal matrix 
UI UI 
01 u2 u2 
MS= 
l.3 0 1 
t i- 
1 0 
*. * 1 
1 0 
Clearly M, is the upper left s by s minor of M, + 1. One sees inductively that 
G,(x) is the characteristic polynomial of M,. Therefore all roots of G, are 
real. Furthermore, notice from the definition of G, that G, and G,+., can 
not have a common root, for otherwise it would imply that G, and G, have 
a common zero, which is absurd. To show that G, has distinct real roots, 
we use the following theorem on characteristic values of real symmetric 
tridiagonal matrices, which is Theorem 9.5 on p. 534 of [A]. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let G,, s 2 0, he as above and let c he a real number. The 
total number of the changes of sign in the sequence 
G-,(c), G,(c),..., G,(c) 
is the number of roots of G,(x) greater than or equal to c. Here zy Gj(c) = 0, 
it is counted as -G,_,(c) sign. 
It is clear that Go has no root and G, has one real root. We proceed by 
induction on s. Suppose that c, ,..., c, with 
c,<c,s-, < ... <cl 
are the s roots of G,, where s 3 1. Apply Theorem 4.2 to c = ci, 1 <.j < s. 
Then there are exactly j changes of sign in the sequence 
Since G,, l(cj) = - ol’G,+ ,(cj) for some real number a depending upon the 
index s + 1, G, ,. ,(cj) has a sign opposite to that of G, _ I(cj), which is the 
same as that of G.&c,) in our counting convention (because G,(c,~) = 0). So 
there are exactly j roots of G,?, ,(x) greater than ci (since G,, ,(c,) #O), 
Thus there is exactly one root h, > et, one root bi in the interval (c,, c,-,) 
for 2 <j< s, and one root h,$+ I c c,. This proves part of 
THEOREM 4.3. The roots of G, are the eigenvalues of the matrix M, 
defined above. They are real and distinct. Further, if c, ,..., c,- I and 
6, , bz,..., A, are the roots in decreasing order of G,- f and G,, respectively, 
then 
-2<b,\ic,~,<b,-,< ... <c,<b,<c,<b,i2. 
Proof. It remains to show that the roots of G, fall in the interval 
(-22). When s = 1, G, has one root U, = (a(q)’ + Z(q)‘)( 1 - S,,d(q + 1)). If 
t #O, a(q)’ and r?(q)’ have absolute value less than 1 and hence Iuri ~2; 
while t = 0, d(q)‘= a(q)’ has absolute value <2q-“2 and hence 
/u,/ <4q”‘/(qf 1)<2 since 2q”’ <q + 1 for all prime q. Next we examine 
G2 at +2. If t#O, we have 
and 
G,(2)=2(2-a(q)'--ii(q)')- (1 -a(q)‘ii(q)‘) 
> 3 - 2(a(q)’ + a(q)‘) > 0 
G,( -2) = -2( -2 -a(q)‘- ii(q)‘) - (1 -a(q)’ a(q)‘) 
> 3 + 2(a(q)’ + ii(q)‘) > 0 
4w99;1-15 
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because la(q)’ + ii(q)‘/ -c 2q-‘;2 in cases (4.1)(4.3). If t = 0, a direct com- 
putation shows that 
and 
G,(2)=(a(q)‘- 1 -q-‘)(a(q)‘-3-tqp’)>0 
since la(q)‘\ < 2q-“‘. In either case we have G,(2) > 0 and G,( -2) > 0. 
This together with G*(u,) < 0 and - 2 < u, < 2 implies that both roots of 
Gz have absolute value ~2. 
To find the sign of G,s at + 2 for s > 3, introduce the formal power series 
w(x, t) = 1 G,(x) f. 
9 > 2 
Using the recursive relation G,(x) = xG,~ _ ,(x) - G, _ Jx) for s 2 4, and 
G3(x) = xG,(x) - u:G,(x), we find 
w(x, t) = G2(x) I’ + G,(x) f3 + xi c G,(x) tS - t* c G,(x) tS 
sa.3 sa2 
= (xt - t*) w(x, t) + G*(x) t” + G,(x) t3 - xt’G,(x) 
= (xt - t2) w(x, t) -t G,(x) t* - u;G,(x) t3, 
that is, 
w(x, t) = 
G2fx) t* - u$G,(x) t3 
1 -xt+t* 
Therefore 
42, t) = c G,(2) P= (G,(2) t2 - v;G,(2) t3) c (s + I) tS 
s22 saa 
=G,(2) t2 + 1 (G,(2)@- i)--u;G,(2)(s-2)) t” 
sz=3 
and 
w(-2,t)= c G,(-2)t2=(G2(-2)t2-v;G,(-2)t3) x (~$l)(-i)~P’ 
sa2 ST0 
=G,(-2)t2+ x (G,(-2)(s-1)(-l)“-* 
3.3 3 
-u;G,(-2)(s-2)(-1)“-3) t” 
=G,(-2)rZ+ 1 (-l)~(G*(-Z~(~-~~+~~G~~-2~(~-2))t~. 
s>3 
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In other words, for s Z 3, we have 
and 
G,J2)=G,(2)(s- l)-u;G,(2)(s-2) 
G,(-2)=(-l)“(G,(-2)(s-l)+v;G,(-2)(s-2)). 
LEMMA 4.4. G,(2)>0 and (-1)‘G2(-2)>0for ~20. 
Proqf We have seen this for 0 <s < 2. Assume s > 3. The discussion 
branches into two parts according as t # 0 or t = 0. 
Case I. t#O. Then u,=l, G,(2)=2-a(q)‘-ii(q)’ and G,(2)= 
3 - 2u(q)’ - 25(q) + u(q)’ d(q)‘. We have 
G,J2)=G,(2)(s- l)-G,(2)+2) 
= -s(u(q)’ + d(q)‘) + s + 1 + a(q)’ d(q)’ (s - 1) 
=s(l -a(q)‘)(l -ii(q)‘)+ 1 -u(q)‘d(q)‘2 1 -u(q)‘li(q)‘>O. 
Similarly, 
(-l)“G,(-2)=G,(-2)(s-l)+G,(-2)(s-2) 
= s( 1 + u(q)‘)( 1 + ii(q)‘) + 1 - u(q)’ ii(q)’ > 0. 
Case II. t=O. Then oi= 1 -q-2, G1(2)=2 -Zu(q)‘q/(q+ 1) and 
G,(2) = (u(q)’ - 2)* - (1 -q-1)2 as computed before. We have 
G,(2)=G,(2)(s-l)-(l-q-*)G,(2)(s-2) 
=(l +q-‘-u(q)‘)(s+sq-‘-su(q)‘+u(q)‘+ 1-3q-1). 
It follows from the bound la(q)‘1 <2q- “’ that the first factor is positive 
and the second factor is no less than 
s+sqq’+(l-s)2-“*+1-3q- 
=s(l -qp1’2)2+(l +3q-“2)(1 -q-‘/2) 
which is also positive. This proves G,(2) > 0. Similar argument shows that 
(-l)“G,(-2)=G,(-2)(s-l)(l-qP*)G,(-2)(s-2) 
=(1+q-‘+u(q)‘)(s+sq-‘+su(q)‘-u(q)’+1-3q-’) 
is also positive. Q.E.D. 
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Now back to the proof of Theorem 4.3. By induction hypothesis we 
know that the zeros c, ,..., c,) , of G,, i, s > 3, in decreasing order satisfies 
-2<cJP, < ... <c, <2, 
and the zeros of G,, ~ Z lies between cI and c,~-, . In particular, G,?- *(cl) is 
positive and so is (-1)“-2G,s+2(c,-,). Thus G,Y(c,)= --x*G,~~(c,)<O and 
G,(2) > 0 together imply that there is a root of G, in the interval (c,, 2). 
Since there is only one root greater than ci, we have shown that all roots 
of G, are less than 2. On the other hand, G,(c, ~ i ) = - c?G, ~ *(c, ~. , ) which 
has sign (- l)“- ‘, while G,( -2) has sign (- 1)“. Thus there is a root of G, 
lying in the interval ( - 2, c,+ ,). Since there is only one root less than c,_ , , 
we have shown that all roots of G, are greater than -2. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Remark. In case (4.3) where a(q) =b(q) =0 and t >O, one can show 
inductively that 
[S/21 
G,(x)= c (-1)” 
n=O 
which has roots 2 cos klr/(s + l), 1 <k d s. Here [y] denotes the largest 
integer not exceeding y (cf. Lemma 3.13 of [P] ). 
We have shown the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 4.5. The polynomial F&x) defined by (3.4) has r(q) + 1 distinct 
roots. Zf r(q) > 0, they are of the form qk’2&N,a(q)il’, where A’ is a real 
number. When r(q) = 1, 1’=a(q)’ f 1 in cases (4.2H4.4) and i(a(q)’ + 
a(q)’ + (a(q)’ - a(s)‘)* + 4) in case (4.1). When r(q) > 2, the AI’s are the 
eigenvalues of the matrix MrCyj + , , they have absolute value < 2. 
Let h(z) = C, a 1 b(n) e2ninz with b( 1) = 1 be an eigenfunction of C, in 
S(N, k, E). We have seen in Section 3 that b(q) is the eigenvalue. Then one 
gets a bound for the absolute value of b(q) from Theorem 4.5. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If E is not a character mod N/q, then lb(q)1 = qCk - ‘)/2; 
if& is a character mod N/q, then Ib(q)( -C 2qk12 except for the case ord, N = 1 
and q= 2 or 3. In the latter case we have [b(q)1 <qk/2(2q-1/2+ 1). 
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